Design of Algorithm for Identification of Locomotive Electrical Machine Unit During Repair
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Abstract

The purpose of this article is the design of an algorithm for identification of locomotive electrical machine unit by robotic cleaning facility during repair. The recognition and identification of objects is affected by several random factors and is the probabilistic process. The Johnson criterion was used as the criterion that allows making decision on fulfilment of the identification task with the specified degree of reliability. The diameter of locomotive fuel and oil pump motor fittings was adopted as the critical minimal dimension of the object to be identified. It was calculated that for identification of locomotive electrical machine unit the digital image should have dimensions of 80x80 pixels. The identification of 80x80 two-dimensional vector requires larger memory space and longer system learning time. The decrease of input data amount is possible by image additional processing. In order to decrease the unit identification system input data amount the algorithm foreseeing input vector of values generation using summarization of pixel binary codes over lines was developed. The unit identification system was built on the basis of the multilayer perceptron and was modeled in Neural Network Toolbox MATLAB package. The best learning error magnitude result was shown by the network with 40 hidden layers.
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1. Introduction

During the locomotive unit and assembly repair works on their disassembling, resource evaluation, reconstruction or replacement, assembling and testing are carried out. The peculiarities of repair foresee the use of manual labor. For a long time it was stemmed from the complexity of automation facilities’ use in repair works and existing ratio of labor force and hardware value. The modern Robotized Technological Complex (RTC) can be programmed using the learning method and has the bevy of process self-diagnostic and control features, while the manual labor value increases. At the moment robotized complexes get extension in the sphere of control and maintenance of technical objects [1-3]. It allows expecting the use of automation and robotization facilities in repair works in the immediate future.

Railway locomotive and wagon manufacturing works possess the positive experience of production lines’ use [4, 5]. The widest extension got production lines for repair of bogies, railway motors, mounted wheels and axle boxes, shells and reducers of traction gears, diesel engines, connecting rod and piston group and radiator sections [6]. It is reasonable to use the RTC in repair works for performance of the most large-scale processes: cleaning, technical evaluation, reconstruction, unit and component painting. The key aspect of the RTC independence is a computer vision [7, 8]. Its’ availability has been already technically practicable. The use of computer vision is known in spheres of activities related to the security. In terms of repair works and in order to form the optimum technology for reconstruction, the process complexes have to possess the information about unit or detail type, its technical condition.

The locomotive unit and detail reconstruction during the repair is carried out in accordance with the operation process order. The cleaning of units and details during the repair is the demanding stage, the quality of which affects the efficiency of further process operations [9]. The quality of automated cleaning depends on the correct identification of unit or detail.

Electrical machines most complicated are for cleaning among all locomotive units and components, because each locomotive uses several electric machine types with different weight and dimensional characteristics, modes and conditions of operation. It determines their different types of contamination. The situation is complicated by the necessity of individual selection of cleaning methods for external and internal surfaces that differ by their physical properties and contamination form. In the electrical machine internal cavity are located insulated windings that can adsorb moisture during the cleaning or can be damaged by mechanical impact. The design of anchors of direct current electric machines includes copper collectors, which are subject to mechanical damage and oxidation.

2. Purpose

The purpose of this article is the design of algorithm for identification of locomotive electrical machine unit by robotic cleaning facility during repair.

3. Main Body

Locomotives use different electric machines: traction generators, auxiliary generators, starter-generators, traction electric motors, exciters and sub-exciters, electric motors of different mechanisms (fuel, water and oil pumps, vents, etc.). Locomotive motors operate in the most severe operating conditions, because they are not
protected by the body which would keep water and dust out. The magnetic frames of auxiliary electric machines (starter-generators, electric motors of fuel, water and oil pumps) are contaminated by lubrication. The surface of motor fittings and machine DC poles are contaminated by wear particles of brushes and copper plates. The locomotive electric machine degree of contamination is affected by several factors of probabilistic nature: serviceability of the machine itself, operation season and region, locomotive mode of operation. In order to effectively clean electric machine elements the robotized system shall have properties for cleaning technology adaptation depending on machine type, unit type and degree of their contamination as shown in Figure 1.
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- \( e \phi \) are the image matrix, \( n \) is the number of lines in two dimensions of 80х80. In terms of one-dimensional vector of the two-dimensional matrix of such image in neural network it is required to provide 6400 input neurons. With the same number of hidden layer neurons, the number of intercommunications and weights will amount to 4096000. The network with such characteristics requires the larger memory space, longer learning time and sufficient amount of learning selection. The decrease of input data amount is possible due to the image additional processing. The electric machine elements (frames and fittings) have numerous distinctive features that shall be concentrated in the vector of the smallest possible dimension. For this purpose it is offered to convert the two-dimensional image matrix into special histogram, each column of which reflects the number of dark pixels of corresponding line (Figure 1). As electric machine elements are rotary bodies, and then in their correct positioning (front control); matrix columns and lines histogram will be nearly identical. It allows using one histogram parameters as input data without loss of basic information about element features. As shown on Figure 2, histograms adequately reflect elements’ features (the vertical dimension corresponds the number of histogram columns; the element type is reflected in the form of histogram).

The analysis of modern studies in sphere of intelligence systems [10-12] indicates that at the moment artificial neural networks are the most effective toll for image identification. In order to identify different image categories in vision systems of robotic systems are widely used multi-layer perceptrons learning using back-propagation method [8, 13, 14].

During the development of multi-layer perceptron for electric machine unit identification it is required to determine its’ parameters and carry out the corresponding learning.

The process for recognition and identification of objects is affected by several random factors and is the probabilistic process. It needs the criterion allowing to make decision on identification task execution with the specified degree of reliability. As such criterion the Johnson criterion was used [15]. It represents the relationship between the number of resolved periods of equivalent test image \( N \) in critical size of the object to be observed and the probability of observation task resolution. The critical size is the size along which the object image analysis is carried out in order to recognize its’ attributes. If we take that the one period of equivalent test image equals two pixels, then the Johnson criterion for resolution of computer vision tasks with 50% probability will amount to:

- 2 – Detection;
- 3 – Orientation;
- 6...8 – Recognition;
- 12 – Identification.

On this basis the quantity of pixels on which the image for transfer to neural is broken up can be calculated:

\[ p = \frac{L^b N}{L^s}. \]  

(1)

Where, \( L^b \) is the dimension of the biggest sample, \( L^s \) is the dimension of the smallest sample.

We assume the locomotive traction motor frame (height -827 mm) as the biggest sample. The smallest sample is the locomotive fitting of fuel and oil pump motor (diameter - 82 mm). In order to recognize objects with dimensions in the range 82-827 mm according to (1), the image shall be divided into pixels and have dimensions of 80x80. In terms of one-dimensional vector of the two-dimensional matrix of such image in neural network it is required to provide 6400 input neurons. With the same number of hidden layer neurons, the number of intercommunications and weights will amount to 4096000. The network with such characteristics requires the larger memory space, longer learning time and sufficient amount of learning selection. The decrease of input data amount is possible due to the image additional processing.

The electric machine elements (frames and fittings) have numerous distinctive features that shall be concentrated in the vector of the smallest possible dimension. For this purpose it is offered to convert the two-dimensional image matrix into special histogram, each column of which reflects the number of dark pixels of corresponding line (Figure 1). As electric machine elements are rotary bodies, and then in their correct positioning (front control); matrix columns and lines histogram will be nearly identical. It allows using one histogram parameters as input data without loss of basic information about element features. As shown on Figure 2, histograms adequately reflect elements’ features (the vertical dimension corresponds the number of histogram columns; the element type is reflected in the form of histogram).
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The electric machine elements (frames and fittings) have numerous distinctive features that shall be concentrated in the vector of the smallest possible dimension. For this purpose it is offered to convert the two-dimensional image matrix into special histogram, each column of which reflects the number of dark pixels of corresponding line (Figure 1). As electric machine elements are rotary bodies, and then in their correct positioning (front control); matrix columns and lines histogram will be nearly identical. It allows using one histogram parameters as input data without loss of basic information about element features. As shown on Figure 2, histograms adequately reflect elements’ features (the vertical dimension corresponds the number of histogram columns; the element type is reflected in the form of histogram).

Considering the offered approach on the network input vector dimension, the electric machine unit identification algorithm will include the following operations:

1. The unit monochrome image acquisition \( F(i) \) coming into the cleaning position.
2. The image adaptive binarization \( F(i) \rightarrow F_B(i) \) ("1" – black color of pixel, "0" – white color of pixel) is carried out by the following rule:

\[ F_B = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } F(i) \leq \phi(i) \\ 0, & \text{if } F(i) > \phi(i) \end{cases} \]  

(2)

Where: \( \phi(i) \) is the threshold level.

3. The input vector of values generation using summarization of pixel binary codes over lines as in [16]:

\[ F_B^n(i) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} F_B(i). \]  

(3)

Where, \( m \) is the number of columns in two-dimensional digital image matrix, \( n \) is the number of lines in two-dimensional digital image matrix.

4. The ritualization of input vector.
5. The feeding of standardized values of image vector to the artificial neural network inputs.
6. The assignment of fed image vector to one of the artificial neural network outputs (recognition of electric machine unit).

![Fig. 1: Algorithm of adaptive technology for cleaning units of electric machines of diesel locomotives](image-url)
Such approach allows decreasing the size of input vector and upper network layer to 80 neurons. The number of output layer neurons was adopted to be equal to the nominal range of electric machine units – 8. The number of hidden layer neurons depends largely on the type of task to be solved and parameters of learning selection. There is a range of heuristic rules for determination of perceptron hidden layer number of neurons. In this work the approach of their number optimization according to modeling results was used. On the initial stage, the perceptron with the known insufficient capacity of hidden layer (20 neurons).

All information that the neural network has about the task shall be contained in the learning selection massive. For this reason the quality of neural network learning hinges on the number and quality of examples in learning selection. The extent to which such examples completely describe the subject domain is essential.

When developing the neural recognition system the creation of learning selection covering the set of natural data to the fullest extent is the priority. When recognizing electric machine units during repair it is highly conceivable that the unit fault image can be obtained due to impact of several factors. Primarily such factors are unit setup tolerance against the camera. Photometric brightness, background characteristics and premise dust concentration are also important. In the article the volume of learning selection is accepted as the relationship of network weight number and error magnitude:

\[ n \geq \frac{\omega}{\varepsilon} \]  

(4)

Where, \( n \) is the scope of learning selection; \( \omega \) is the network weight number; \( \varepsilon \) is the limiting network error.

With the limiting network error taken is a \( \varepsilon=0.1 \), the number of network learning selection examples’ shall be 10 times bigger than weight number. Considering the assumed initial neural network structure as 80x20x8, the volume of learning selection shall not be less than 12800 examples. The origination of such data volume from natural images is connected with certain difficulties. In order to decrease time and resource expenses the method of artificial generation of learning examples was used. For this purpose, several images of locomotive electric machine units were taken at the repair facility. For each angle the most successful (ideal) snapshot was selected. Obtained images were processed in accordance with the developed algorithm. In the result, for each image an ideal numerical vector was obtained. For each value of obtained vector tolerances (±10%) were calculated. These values were used as limiting in artificial generation process (function \( \text{randn}(...) \) was used, MATLAB environment). Implementing such approach allowed to obtain the required volume of learning selection by each electric machine unit (Table 1).

The neural network was modeled using Neural Network Toolbox MATLAB package. The network learning was carried out using the algorithm based on Levenberg–Marquard method. It is based on reaching the least mean-square error. The network learning is interrupted, when its’ decrease stops. Among advantages of this learning method is the promptness of learning and relatively low mean-root square error. For the network learning 80 % of source information was used. The learning control was carried out on the basis of 20% of source information that was used in the learning. The best learning error magnitude result was shown by the network with 40 hidden layers (Figure 3).
4. Conclusion

Different characteristics of electric machine unit surfaces and probabilistic nature of their contamination force to use adaptive algorithms of their cleaning. On the basis of the Johnson criterion use, electric machine unit dimensions it was calculated that for their identification the digital image shall have dimensions of 80x80 pixels. In order to decrease the unit identification system input data amount the algorithm foreseeing the summarization of pixel binary codes over lines of digital image was developed. The unit identification system was built on the basis of the multilayer perceptron and was modeled in Neural Network Toolbox MATLAB package. The best learning error magnitude result was shown by the network with 40 hidden layers. Modeling results has shown high locomotive electrical machine unit identification results of the neural network and confirm the adequacy of designed identification algorithm.
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